2i8	A LIBERAL INTERLUDE
indefinitely, by simple turns of the screw. It was this very quality
in the income-tax which Gladstone so disliked; his thrifty in-
stinct saw in it, truly enough, a standing temptation to increased
public expenditure. Thus it is not surprising that in private the
veteran disapproved the new death duties. Inside the cabinet
their adversary was Lord Rosebery. Otherwise they were
uniformly opposed by the conservatives on the ground (which
became truer in the sequel than it was at the time) that they vic-
timized the landowning class; and almost uniformly hailed with
enthusiasm by liberals and social reformers as a first step towards
obtaining for the community a more adequate contribution from
the rich. What neither side made much account of, though to-
day it may appear the most distinctive feature of the policy, was
that under it for the first time the state took capital and spent it
as if it were income. Had it used it instead to wipe off capital
liabilities or to build up capital assets, the effect on the individuals
mulcted might have been the same, but that on the nation's
wealth would have been quite different. This, however, showed
more clearly later, when the screw had been given its turns.
Meanwhile Harcourt's prophecy that no matter how the con-
servatives might denounce his tax, their chancellor of the ex-
chequer would never forgo it, has been consistently verified.,*
A little less than a month after the budget passed, the prime
minister had a success in quite another field. His horse Ladas
won the Derby, The victory was immensely popular on the
Turf. But it did Rosebery no good with his party* Apart from
the large section in it which regarded racing as tainted, there
were many who thought, not unreasonably, that a prime minster
bearing the responsibilities of an empire ought not to be dis-
tracted by sporting anxieties. Rosebery, however, went his way.
Next year, while he was still prime minister, he won the race
again (with Sir Visto)* Such double luck was at least unique*
Foreign affairs underwent some pregnant changes at this time*
* It is worth noting briefly how far the process of screw-turning has gone, At
the bottom of the nettle the graduation remains as Harcourt left it on estates up to
;C5»fK)o. But beyond tliat the differences arc enormous, Harcourt^ highest rate
of tax was w*ly 8 per cent., nnd wa» only paid on estates of over a million. To-day
8 per cent, begin* after ,£18,000, while the rate after a million is 40, that after
£i{ Jfniltioni is 43, that after £xj millions i« 45, and that after a millions is 50*
There are 33 separate rates on to-day's scale; th<?re were only is on iiarcourl's* The.
average annual receipts for the five years ending 3* March 1934 were ^77^^7,303
from death duties, of which the mate duty (Harcourt's tax) yielded mn average
£68,440,646, mad in the last year j£75,4

